
The Worship of Jupiter
“From Zeus let us begin; him do we mortals never leave unnamed; full of
Zeus are all the streets and all the marketplaces of men; full is the sea and
the heavens thereof . . . He it was who first set up the signs in heaven . . .
Wherefore him do we men ever worship first and last.” (1)

In these words Aratus (fl. -310) pictured the place the planet-god Jupiter
occupied in the thoughts of men. Nobody today in the streets and
marketplaces mentions the planet Jupiter.

St. Augustine, seven centuries after Aratus, asked:

But since they call Jupiter king of all, who will not laugh to see
his star so far surpassed in brilliancy by the star of Venus? . . .
They answer that it only appears so because it is higher up and
much farther away from the earth. If, therefore, its greater
dignity has deserved a higher place, why is Saturn higher in
the heavens that Jupiter?(2)

Marduk, the great god of the Babylonians, was the planet Jupiter;(3) so was
Amon of the Egyptians;(4) Zeus of the Greeks was the same planet; Jupiter
of the Romans, as the name shows, was again the same planet. Why was
this planet chosen as the most exalted deity? In Greece it was called “all-
highest, mighty Zeus,” (5) in Rome “Jupiter Optimus, Maximus” ;(6) in
Babylon it was known as “the greatest of the stars” (7); as Ahuramazda it
was called by Darius “the greatest of the gods” (8); In India Shiva was
described as “the great ruler” and considered the mightiest of all the
gods(9); he was said to be “as brilliant as the sun.” (10) Everywhere Jupiter
was regarded as the greatest deity, greater than the sun, moon, and other
planets.(11)

Homer makes Zeus say that all the other gods together could not pull him
down, but he could pull them along with the Earth.(12) “That is how far I
overwhelm you all, both gods and men.” Commenting on this passage,
Eustathius wrote that according to some ancient authorities Homer meant
the orbits of the planets from which Jupiter could drive the rest of them, but
they could not drive it.(13) This sentence of Homer is close to the truth.
Jupiter is greater and more powerful than Saturn, its rival, together with
Mars, Earth, Venus, and Mercury. Jupiter is more than a thousand times
greater than the Earth or Venus in volume, and six thousand times greater
than Mercury.(14) But it appears that one could not guess this from
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observation with the naked eye. Even through a very powerful telescope
Jupiter looks like an inch-large flat disc, surrounded by its four larger
satellites.(15)

The ancients knew something unknown to the moderns when they asserted
that Jupiter can overpower all other planets, the Earth included.(16)
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